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Abstract

An early fault diagnostic system has been developed addressed to timely trouble shooting in
process plants during any operational modes. The theory of this diagnostic system is related with the
usage of learning methods for automatic generation of knowledge bases. This approach enables the
conversion of "cause—»effect" relations into "effect—»possible_causes" ones. The diagnostic rules
are derived from the operation of a plant simulator according to a specific procedure. Flexibility,
accuracy and high speed are the major characteristics of the training simulator, used to generate the
diagnostic knowledge base. The simulator structure is very flexible, being based on LEGO code but
allowing the use of practically any kind of FORTRAN routines ( recently also ACSL macros has
been introduced ) as plant modules: this permits, when needed, a very accurate description of the
malfunctions the diagnostic system should "know". The high speed is useful to shorten the
''learning" phase of the diagnostic system. The feasibility of the overall system has been assessed,
using as reference plant the conventional Sampierdarena (Italy) power station, that is a combined
cycle plant dedicated to produce both electrical and heat power. The hardware configuration of this
prototype system was made up of a network of a Hewlett-Packard workstation and a Digital VAX-
Station. The paper illustrates the basic structure of the simulator used for this diagnostic system
training purpose, as well as the theoretical background on which the diagnostic system is based.
Some evidence of the effectiveness of the concept through the application to Sampierdarena 40 MW
cogeneration plant is reported. Finally an outline of an ongoing application to a WER-1000 plant is
given; the operating system is, in this case, UNIX.

1. LEGO CODE OVERVIEW

The LEGO code is a modular package developed at the Research and Development
Department of the Italian National Electricity Board (CRA-ENEL) to facilitate modelling of
the dynamics of fossil-fuelled and nuclear power plants [1],[2]. The LEGO code consists of a
library of pre-programmed, pre-tested and pre-validated modules, that represent power plant
components and a master program which allows the user to build-up a model by
automatically interconnecting the modules in the arrangement determined by the user. Each
module describes a physical plant component to the prescribed level of fidelity and is
independent of any other module. A module consists of a lumped parameter model, derived
from first principles, describing a physical process by means of a system of non-linear
algebraic and/or differential equations. A single component can be represented by different
modules of different level of complexity to meet different modelling needs.

The basic characteristics of the LEGO package, can be summarised as follows:
- modularity: component models (modules) are available for general plant components
(such as pipes, valves, pumps, heat exchangers, tanks, etc.) and the user can connect them in
accordance with a specific plant design;
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- flexibility: the user can solve special modelling problems by developing the
mathematical model of special components, which can be included in the module library of
the package;
- reliability: all the numerical algorithms used by the package are centralised in the master
program. Module notifications, due to different mathematical modelling assumptions, do not
require any numerical algorithm updating.

Moreover the modules can exchange information among themselves only by means of
the master program, so that they can be considered independent.

With respect to the numerical problem the main features of LEGO are:
- simultaneous solution of all non-linear algebraic and differential equations, using an
implicit formula for the numerical integration method.
- use of sparse matrix techniques in order to reduce computation time, dealing with large
power plant models.
- steady-state computation, allowing interchange of the role of input variables, output
variables and uncertain constant parameters.

2. FLEXIBLE SIMULATOR STRUCTURE

The operating system environment is UNIX (it was VAX VMS in the first prototype).
Programming languages are C for general purposes of simulation management and
FORTRAN for the development of the specific models. The essential elements of the
architecture are the following [3]:
- the User Interface process
- the Scheduler process
- the Model-task processes
- a Shared Memory area, as the main communication mechanism between the processes.

The Shared Memory area is divided into different sections and can be configured in a
quite flexible way according to the actual number of Model-tasks and to their attributes.
Upon receipt of specific commands from the User Interface, the Scheduler can start, freeze,
run, kill, etc. the Model-tasks, in a multi-tasking mode of operation.

The Model-tasks perform the calculations representing the physical behaviour of a
specific portion of the plant. They can be regarded as black boxes having inputs and outputs:
these are two vectors of floating point variables; each vector has a copy in the Shared
Memory area and a copy in the Model-tasks address space. Each Model-task executes a
calculation cycle at a specific rate (or communication time-step) according to a scheduling
table, under the control of the Scheduler. At the beginning of this cycle, the Model-task reads
the current values of its inputs from the shared copy of them, performs calculations, writes
new values of its outputs to the shared copy of them and waits until the next cycle.

The above described structure is valid for Model-tasks built up using LEGO elementary
modules, as well as for Model-tasks based on ACSL macros or on any kid of FORTRAN
routines and models, allowing high flexibility in the simulation of the malfunctions that the
diagnostic system must "learn" and in the accuracy of the different parts of the model.

The Graphic User Interface is developed on the base of Motif/Dataviews libraries and
tools and it is designed to interact with a Simulator architecture distributed over a network of
different hosts.
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The basic hardware configuration for the system is formed by two workstations, one
relevant to the simulator, the other to the diagnostic system. Should a single workstation be
not sufficient to supply the required computational performance, one or more workstations
should be added to the Master one, for running some portions of the models, together with
the relevant ancillary processes.

3. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM CONCEPTS

The aim of the Early Fault Diagnostic System (EFDS) is to prevent the
incident/accident evolution by a timely trouble shooting process during any plant operational
modes. It means that any significative deviation of plant parameters from normal values is
pointed-out to plant operators well before the reaching of any undesired threshold potentially
leading to not allowed plant state, together with the cause that has generated the deviation.

EFDS is foreseen as an additional system to already existing HMI Systems (like safety
parameters presentation system or operator adviser systems), which covers early period of
faults development appearance. The introduction of such an additional system should allow
to alert the operators sufficiently early to identify a beginning of possible fault and,
consequently, to eliminate it; this early identification should decrease the probability of
creation of initial events for incidents and accidents.

The theory of this EFDS is related with the usage of learning methods for automatic
generation of knowledge bases. This approach enables the conversion of "cause—>effect"
relations into "effect-»possible_causes" ones. As applied to technical diagnosis, this allows
one to generate troubleshooting rules of the kind "symptoms—»possible_diagnosis" through
"failure—^symptoms" relations. The problem of diagnostic rule generation is, thus, reduced to
obtaining samples of symptoms, that is the well known problem of failure modelling. The
following approaches to this problem may be used, in particular:
- failure modelling by experts;
- qualitative failure modelling technologies;
- computer process simulating programs;
- data of real physical failure modelling.

With the expert approach to modelling, the process experts can describe the
manifestation of particular failures, which are difficult to be translated into diagnostic rules.
It is also unpractical to rely on real data, for obvious reasons.

The use of a high fidelity simulator allows to input interactively the descriptions of
symptoms to an expert system. The resulting transients are processed and converted in
process qualitative description [4]; these sample of descriptions are processed by a special
program which identifies groups of characteristic features. As a result, diagnostic rule
modules can be generated automatically [5],[6],

4. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND ARCHITECTURE

The EFDS operative phase, giving rise to fault diagnosis, depends on the learning
phase, related to the "understanding" of the possible failure transients, generated by runs of
the simulator.

The learning phase for the system relies upon a teaching procedure enabling automatic
generation of large diagnostic knowledge bases. The basic idea is to create diagnostic skill
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functions based on a wide experience of plant response following a number, as large as
needed, of initiating events and/or system and component malfunctions.

The technical implementation of the concept is constituted by three main steps.
- The first step is the identification of all initiating events and the corresponding operational
modes.
- The second step is to perform simulation of all selected transients for a time sufficient to
identify the uniqueness of the plant response under each initiating event.
- The third step is to automatically generate a set of diagnostic rules that, through the use of
temporal logic and a filtering Expert System, associate the evolution of the process
parameters and their derivatives to the initial perturbation.

The diagnostic knowledge base so created allows the detection of the following types of
failures:
- leakages;
- cut off or deterioration of the characteristics of flow/pressure plant components;
- pipeline fluid conductance disturbances (valve defects, defects of controllers, foreign
objects, defects of pipeline process equipment such as filters, heat exchangers, etc.);
- excessive passage of the medium through pipelines (valve defects, defects of controllers);
- defects of control systems of auxiliary mechanisms;
- sensor defects;
- damage of equipment elements.

The identification of malfunctions is performed through the use of the fuzzy set logic
algorithms.

Graphic User Interface

TASK 2

INTERPRETING EXPERT SYSTEM

Direct
Parameter

Value

Initial Disturbances

TASK 1

Diagnostic
Knowledge Base

Secondary Disturbance Process Qualitative
Description

Filtering Expert
System

Sensor Data Network

Figure 1. Functional architecture of the prototype system
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The conceptual flow diagram of the EFDS prototype application, in the operative
phase, is shown in fig. 1. The current information on process variables should be obtained
from the plant information system, coming from plant sensors. In the prototype it comes
from the plant simulator and is fed into the filtering expert system generating a qualitative
description of the process time profile. The filtering Expert System is a software shell that is
adjusted to a particular process plant using the data from the following sources:
- technical documentation of the process plant;
- the result of numerical simulation of various operational modes;
- calculations of process experts.

The following information is input for the Expert System:
- information about plant operating modes;
- the normal limits of process variables variations in static and transient modes.

The qualitative description of the process is sent to the Diagnostic Knowledge Base
where a task is running that handles qualitative failure diagnosis rules built in into it. The
diagnoses generated here include location, time, type and confidence of failures. They are
fed into the Interpreting Expert System that executes another task and sends the diagnoses
with assigned sources to the Graphic User Interface. The Graphic User Interface displays the
received diagnoses with the help of plant mimics.

The hardware configuration of the prototype system was made up of a network of a HP
workstation and a Digital VAX-Station. The diagnostic system prototype ran on the HP
workstation and the plant simulator ran on the VAX-Station.

5. SAMPIERDARENA COGENERATION POWER PLANT MODEL

This was the plant taken as reference for the first feasibility assessment of the
diagnostic system concept.

The Sampierdarena power station is a combined cycle plant dedicated to produce both
electrical and heat power. The thermal power is sent to final users as superheated water. The
main plant components are: 1 gas turbine rated 21 MW, 1 steam generator where the residual
heat of turbine exhaust gases is recovered, 1 steam turbine rated 9 MW, 1 generator rated
37.5 MWe, 1 steam condenser of 583 m , 1 deaerator. The gas turbine, the electric power
generator and the steam turbine are placed on the ground mounted on the same axis as a
unique group.

The reference plant has been modelled by means of LEGO code modelling tools. The
resulting simulation model is made up of 8 Model-tasks: four of them reproduce process
subsystems (about 400 equations) and the other ones reproduce automation system (about
250 equations). More than 2000 variables are handled.

6. VALIDATION OF THE DIAGNOSTIC RULES

The knowledge base built-up with appropriate tools in accordance to Sections 3 and 4,
has been tested extensively. The goal of this plan was to evaluate the global perfonnance of
the application while running coupled to the simulator used for the learning phase. The
following list of initiating events was used to drive the simulator, during independent
transients :
a) pipe leaks (2);
b) pump abnormal stops (4);
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c) miscellaneous valve malfunctions (35).

A transient duration of about 600 s after the initiating event was chosen. The actual
testing methodology was based on the analysis of the EFDS recorded output for each
transient. The content of the output is just a trace of the system dynamic performance, i.e. a
sequence of diagnostic hypothesis with an associated certainty factor, delivered at specific
times. A diagnostic hypothesis can include one or more alternative diagnostic messages. A
diagnostic message is a reference to a specific initiating event. As an obvious assumption, a
diagnostic hypothesis is acceptable if it contains a reference to the current initiating event,
otherwise it is unacceptable. Between two distinct acceptable hypotheses the better one has a
higher certainty factor, or a lower number of diagnostic messages when certainty factors are
equal.

Taking into account the previous concepts, the following parameters have been
identified and recorded:
- N t : the total number of hypotheses delivered after the current initiating event;
- N a : the number of acceptable hypotheses;
- A: the set of the acceptable hypotheses:
- Ck: the certainty factor of the k-th hypothesis;
- Nb : the number of messages contained in the best hypothesis;
- ta: the time in seconds after the introduction of the initiating event when the first
acceptable hypothesis is delivered;
- tbi: the time in seconds after the introduction of the initiating event when the best
hypothesis is delivered;
- tbt-: the time in seconds after the introduction of the initiating event when the best
hypothesis is withdrawn.

With the aim of carrying out a quantitative evaluation on the base of previous
parameters, some "properties" have been defined, with an associated conventional scoring
system, ranging 0 through 10. These properties are listed herebelow, together with their
definitions:

a) certainty, C:

b) promptness, P:

c = a e A

N.

if
t > 600

600>t,>550
550 > t, > 500
500 >t, >450
450 >t, >400
400 >t, >350
350 > tP >300
300 > t, > 250
250 >t, >200
200>tn> 100

100 >tn

F
0
1
2

4
5
6

8
9
1
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c) reliability, R:

a eA

d) resolution, S:

e) persistency, Q:

n.

R

n

= o,

s = -

if A = Q

10
Nb

- tbl

50
With the previous definitions, the results of the testing can be easily summarised in the

tables I and II.

Table I. Resulting scores of test (1)

Event
Leakage n.

1
Leakage n.

2
Pump malf.

1
Pump malf.

2
Pump malf.

3
Pump malf.

4

N,
1

2

4

1

2

1.

1

1

4

1

1

1

R
10

5

10

10

5

10

C
10

10

8.7

10

10

10

P
10

10

10

10

10

10

s
5

5

10

10

10

10

Q
10

10

10

10

10

10

Table II Resulting scores of test (2)- First 10 events only

Event
Valve malf.

1
Valve malf.

2
Valve malf.

3
Valve malf.

4
Valve malf.

5
Valve malf.

6
Valve malf.

7

N,
2

1

7

6

10

8

Na

1

1

6

9

7

R
7.5

10

10

7.8

4.1

8

7.5

C
10

10

10

9.2

8.4

8.9

8.6

P
10

10

10

10

10

10

10

s
10

3.3

10

10

10

10

10

Q
10

10

10

8.1

10

6

6
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Valve malf.
8

Valve malf.
9

Valve malf.
10

10

5

4

3

4

4

10

7

10

8.3

8.7

10

10

10

3.3

10

10

6.4

10

3.6

Table II. Resulting scores of test (2)- First 10 events only ( Continued)

To properly evaluate these results it is worth to consider that this is just a test of a
demonstrative application. In addition, the score system proposed is a first approximation
that should be refined in order to represent the differences in a smoother way. Globally, the
obtained results are very promising and such to justify a further development of the EFDS.

7. AN APPLICATION TO A WER-1000 PLANT SIMULATOR

An application of this technology to a VVER-1000 plant is actually under way.
ASTRA, an engineering simulator for this plant, has been developed in ANSALDO some
years ago [7]. Its structure is the one described in section 2 of the paper, illustrated in fig. 2.

Three Model-tasks are presently available: the first is the main task, modelling the
primary and secondary systems and its major components:
- reactor core ( neutronic point kinetic, decay heat and fuel models),
- steam generators,
- pressuriser,
- pressuriser and steam generator safety and relief valves,
- primary pumps,
- accumulators;

The second and third tasks implement the protection logics relevant to the reactor trip
signals and to the signals for safety system actuation.

The typical GUI's functionalities are available:
- display and animation of plant synoptics,
- runtime trends of all the evaluated variables,
- display logs of information on protection and safety system actuation,
- simulation interactions with the user.

It is foreseen to perform a second step towards the realisation of a commercial EFDS.
The objective of this activity will be the development and complete test of a reduced scope
EFDS, applied to a VVER-1000 plant, aimed at confirming the suitability of the technical
and functional approach chosen. Specific activities for the validation of the Simulator and of
the EFDS diagnostic results are envisaged.

Maintaining as base the ASTRA model, the following further subsystems are going to
be modelled:
- Makeup-blowdown system;
- Oil system for makeup pumps;
- Cooling water for makeup and oil system heat exchangers;
- Pressurizer System (including the relief tank);
- Simplified Turbine Cycle;
- Main Associated Control Systems (continuous and discrete).
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ASTRA SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE

LEGO
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Figure 2. ANSALDO ASTRA simulator architecture

The typical GUI's functionalities are available:
- display and animation of plant synoptics,
- runtime trends of all the evaluated variables,
- display logs of information on protection and safety system actuation,
- simulation interactions with the user.

It is foreseen to perform a second step towards the realisation of a commercial EFDS.
The objective of this activity will be the development and complete test of a reduced scope
EFDS, applied to a VVER-1000 plant, aimed at confirming the suitability of the technical
and functional approach chosen. Specific activities for the validation of the Simulator and of
the EFDS diagnostic results are envisaged.

Maintaining as base the ASTRA model, the following further subsystems are going to
be modelled:
- Makeup-blowdown system;
- Oil system for makeup pumps;
- Cooling water for makeup and oil system heat exchangers;
- Pressurizer System (including the relief tank);
- Simplified Turbine Cycle;
- Main Associated Control Systems (continuous and discrete).

The simulated plant will be partly generic and partly specific to the reference NPP; not
all the operative modes will be covered and a reduced number of initiating events should be
detectable.
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The implemented model shall allow to simulate and then build rules to diagnose
specific disturbances:

- deterioration of operation or shutdown of a source (pump, gas supply, ejection devices,
receiver, etc.);
- deterioration of pipeline fluid conductance due to clogging;
- deterioration of valve fluid conductance due to mechanical damage or non
correspondence of the valve position to the command of operator or control system;
- deterioration of heat exchanger fluid conductance due to mechanical damage;
- deterioration of filter fluid conductance due to mechanical damage or changes in the
characteristics of filtering elements (exhaustion of filtering capability, caking, etc.);
- excessive passage of the medium through the valve due to mechanical damage or non
correspondence of the valve position to the command of operator or control system;
- defect of the control system;
- defect of data sources (sensors);
- leaks of pipelines and equipment to the environment through the pressure boundaries;
- leaks through the gate of a closed valve.

8. CONCLUSIONS

As a matter of fact, we can observe that many expert systems and diagnostic systems
developers face the problem to build a consistent knowledge base. Experts are very often not
available or, if available, they collaboration is often not efficient, also because
communications problems can arise (the language of the expert is different from the
language of the analyst). This fact increase the difficulties encountered during the application
development and maintenance.

A better practice should be to avoid problem at the source, switching the source of the
knowledge from the expert to the designer. The experience acquired by ANSALDO and
Institute of Control Sciences,(co-operating in this field since several years), and shortly
described in this paper shows that this approach is feasible and very promising.

The solution proposed is a computerised system based essentially on a simulator able to
provide detailed information on plant behaviour and an expert system that supply the
knowledge to detect malfunctions.

The definition of this knowledge is acquired in a semi-automatic mode, introducing a
number of malfunctions while the simulator runs. Malfunctions are introduced one at a time,
and after every malfunction is introduced, the system transient is analysed to extract rules
that describe the consequences.

The diagnosis of possible malfunctions is then made by a module that monitors data
coming from the plant, (or the simulator), and uses the rules generated in the definition
phase, taking into account possible overlaps between initial conditions common to more than
one conclusion. If more that one conclusion can be drawn, for each one is supplied an
evaluation of its degree of confidence.

The structure and basic characteristics of the simulators used for EFDS learning phase
have been described. Flexibility (both for the elementary models (modules) use and for the
Model-tasks construction), specific accuracy and short running time are the most important
features.

The practical experience done with the described prototype has enforced the initial
assumption that automatic rule generation is possible and profitable. The knowledge base

, definition methodology is simple and quick. New malfunctions can be introduced into the
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simulator and the new rules generated can be added to the previous knowledge base; the
knowledge base integrity and coherence can be automatically verified to assure always
appropriate diagnosis.

To confirm the suitability of the technical and functional approach chosen, the
development and complete test of a reduced scope EFDS, applied to a VVER-1000 plant, is
planned. Specific activities for the validation of the Simulator and of the EFDS diagnostic
results are foreseen.
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